Multilateral Trade Negotiations
Group "Tariffs"

PRESENT SITUATION REGARDING THE CONSOLIDATION OF SCHEDULES

Note by the Secretariat

At its meeting on 23-25 March 1976 the Group agreed that the secretariat would consult with delegations concerning the present situation with respect to the consolidation of schedules (MTN/TAR/5, paragraph 11).

The following list is an attempt to indicate the actual situation regarding schedules negotiated under the General Agreement, and the present state as regards their consolidation, for countries participating in the Multilateral Trade Negotiations.

In the following list, the titles of the legal instruments have been abbreviated. A list of the full titles of the instruments is reproduced in the Annex.

ALGERIA

No schedule

ARGENTINA

Schedule LXIV

  amended in First Certif. 1969

AUSTRALIA

Schedule I

Part I - MFN

- Geneva 1947 (replaced in Australian Prot. 1949)
  amended in PRM4, PRM6, PRM7, Brazilian Prot. 1958, PRM8
- Annecy 1949
  amended in PRM6, PRM8
- Torquay 1951
  amended in PRM8
- Geneva 1956
  amended in PRM8
- Kennedy Round 1964-1967

Part II - Preferential

- Geneva 1947 (replaced in Australian Prot. 1949)
  amended in PRK1, PRK6, PRM7, PRM8
- Annecy 1949
- Torquay 1951
- Geneva 1956

See also the following documents containing information on bilateral negotiations, the results of which have not yet been incorporated in an official schedule:

XXVIII:1

Spec/215, SECRET/119 + Add.1 to 17 (final report)
SECRET/156 + Add.1 to 8 (final report)
SECRET/168 + Add.1 to 5 (final report)

XXVIII:3

SECRET/165/Add.2

XXVIII:4

GATT/AIR/135, SECRET/98 + Add.1 and 2 (final report)
SECRET/99 + Add.1 to 13 (final report)
SECRET/104, SECRET/125 (final report)
SECRET/110 + Add.1 to 3 (final report)
GATT/AIR/182, SECRET/112, SECRET/125 (final report)
SECRET/113, SECRET/114 + Add.1 and 2, SECRET/125 (final report)
SECRET/133 + Add.1 to 3 (final report)
GATT/AIR/312, SECRET/152 + Add.1 and 2 (final report)
GATT/AIR/259 + Corr.1, Spec(67)6, SECRET/175
An unofficial consolidated schedule of 1971 is available in the GATT secretariat.

**Austria**

**Schedule XXII**

- Torquay 1951
  - amended in PRM2, PRM4
  - replaced in PRM8, amended in PRM9, Second Certif. 1964
  - Second Certif. 1974
- Ate./Ger. 1952
  - replaced in PRM8, amended in Second Certif. 1974
- Geneva 1956
  - amended in PRM8, Third Certif. 1967
- Ate./Ger. 1957
- Swiss Decl. 1958
  - amended in Third Certif. 1967
- Geneva 1962
  - amended in Third Certif. 1967
- Israeli Prot. 1962
- Kennedy Round 1964-1967
  - amended in Second Certif. 1974

See also documents SECRET/226, SECRET/229 and SECRET/231 (XXVIII:5) containing information on bilateral negotiations, the results of which have not yet been incorporated in an official schedule.

An unofficial consolidated schedule of 1968 is available in the GATT secretariat.
BANGLADESH Schedule LXX
- Bangladesh Prot. 1972

BENIN Schedule XLVIII
- Schedule established in Second Certif. 1964

BOLIVIA No schedule

BOTSWANA No schedule

BRAZIL Schedule XXXII
- Brazilian Prot. 1953
- Kennedy Round 1964-1967

See also documents SECRET/135 + Add.1 to 9, L/1283 and SECRET/187 + Add.1 to L/ (final report), L/4259 (waivers) containing information on bilateral negotiations, the results of which have not yet been incorporated in an official schedule.

BULGARIA No schedule

BURMA Schedule IV
- Genova 1947 replaced in PRM4
- Japanese Prot. 1955

BURUNDI Schedule LV
- Establishment of schedule in Third Certif. 1967

CAMEROON No schedule
Part I - MFN

- Geneva 1947
  amended in PR1, PR3, PR4, PRM5, PRM6, PRM7, Brazilian Prot. 1958

- Annecy 1949
  amended in PR4, PRM5, PRM6, PRM7

- Torquay 1951
  amended in PRM5, PRM6, PRM7

- Japanese Prot. 1955

- Geneva 1956
  amended in PRM6, PRM7

- Swiss Decl. 1958
  amended in Third Certif. 1967

- Geneva 1962
- Israeli Prot. 1962
- Portuguese Prot. 1962
- Spanish Prot. 1963
- Kennedy Round 1964-1967
  amended in First Certif. 1969

Part II - Preferential

- Geneva 1947
  amended in PRM5, PRM6, PRM7

- Annecy 1949
  amended in PR4, PRM5, PRM6

- Torquay 1951
  amended in PRM5, PRM6, PRM7

- Geneva 1956
- Kennedy Round 1964-1967

See also document SECRET/130 + Add.1 (XXVIII:5), SECRET/183 + Add.1 (XXVIII:4), SECRET/193 (II:5) and SECRET/224/Add.4 (XXVIII:3) containing information on bilateral negotiations, the results of which have not yet been incorporated in an official schedule.

An unofficial consolidated schedule dated April 1975 is available in the GATT secretariat.
CHILE  Schedule VII

- Geneva 1947
  amended in PR1, PRM
- Annecy 1949
- Torquay 1951
- Japanese Prot. 1955
- Geneva 1956
- Geneva 1962
- Kennedy Round 1964-1967

See also document SECRET/181 + Add.1 to 19 (final report) - renegotiation of the whole schedule under waiver - containing information on bilateral negotiations, the results of which have not yet been incorporated in an official schedule.

A draft consolidated schedule has been circulated in document L/3558 + Add.1 in 1971.

COLOMBIA  No schedule

CONGO  No schedule

COSTA RICA  No schedule

CUBA  Schedule IX

Status uncertain. Information will be submitted by the Cuban delegation.

CZECHOSLOVAKIA  Schedule X

- Geneva 1947
  amended in PR1, PR4, PR5
- Annecy 1949
  amended in PR4, PRM5
- Torquay 1951
  amended in PRM5
- Geneva 1962
- Cambodian Prot. 1962
- Kennedy Round 1964-1967
  amended in First Certif. 1969

DOMINICAN REPUBLIC Schedule XXIII

- Annecy 1949
  amended in PR4, PR5
- Torquay 1951
- Japanese Prot. 1955
- Geneva 1956
- Kennedy Round 1964-1967

ECUADOR No schedule

EGYPT Schedule LXIII

- Egyptian Prot. 1970

EL SALVADOR No schedule

ETHIOPIA No schedule

EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES Schedules LXXII and LXXII bis - not yet in force

- Cambodian Prot. 1962
- Israeli Prot. 1962

1The new schedules LXXII and LXXII bis, which have not yet been legally established, have been sent to each contracting party with document L/4067 in August 1974. These schedules replace Schedules XL and XL bis (European Communities) as well as Schedules XXII (Denmark), LXI (Ireland) and XIX sec. A (United Kingdom, metropolitan territory).
- Portuguese Prot. 1962
  amended in Third Certif. 1967

  amended in Third Certif. 1967

- Kennedy Round 1964-1967
  amended in First Certif. 1969, Second Certif. 1974

See also documents SECRET/224 + Add. 1-3 (final report) (XXVIII:5) and L/2997 (XXIV:6) containing information on bilateral negotiations, the results of which have not yet been incorporated in an official schedule.

FINLAND Schedule XXIV

- New consolidated schedule in Third Certif. 1974

FRANCE Schedule XI

- D French Somali Coast and Dependencies
- E French Establishments in Oceania
- K New Caledonia and Dependencies
- M Saint Pierre and Miquelon

GABON Schedule XLVII

Status uncertain (cf. BISD, 12S, pp. 75-76)

GHANA No schedule

GREECE Schedule XXV

- Annecy 1949
  amended in PR4, PR5, PRM1, PRM2, PRM3, PRM4, PRM5, PRM7

- Torquay 1951
  amended in PRM1, PRM4, PRM5, PRM7, PRM8

- Japanese Prot. 1955

See also documents SECRET/131 + Add.1 to 10 (XXVIII:1), SECRET/160 + Add.1 and 2 (XVIII:7(a)) and SECRET/164 + Add.1 (XXIV:6) containing information on bilateral negotiations, the results of which have not yet been incorporated in an
official schedule, and document L/4113 of November 1974 regarding the replacement of Greek specific duties by ad valorem duties.

An unofficial schedule was distributed to contracting parties in November 1965 in document L/2454/Add.1.

GUATEMALA No schedule

HAITI Schedule XXVI
- Annecy 1949
- Torquay 1951
- Geneva 1956
- Geneva 1962

See also documents L/1568 and SECRET/147 + Add.1 to 9 (final report) (XXVIII:4) containing information on bilateral negotiations, the results of which have not yet been incorporated in an official schedule.

HONDURAS No schedule

HUNGARY Schedule LXXI
- Hungarian Prot. 1973

See also document L/4337 containing technical changes in the customs tariff as of 1 January 1977.

ICELAND Schedule LXII
- Kennedy Round 1964-1967 (Protocol of accession)

INDIA Schedule XII

Part I - MFN
- Geneva 1947
  amended in PR1, PR3, PRM2, PRM3, PRM4, PRM5, PRM6, PRM7,
- Annecy 1949
  amended in PRM1, PRM2, PRM3, PRM4, PRM6, PRM7, PRM8
- Torquay 1951
  amended in PRM1, PRM3, PRM4, PRM5, PRM6, PRM7, PRM8
- Geneva 1962
- Kennedy Round 1964-1967
  amended in First Certif. 1969

See also the following documents which contain information on bilateral negotiations, the results of which are not included in an official schedule:
SECRET/138 + Add.1 and 2 (XXVIII:5) and L/3374 + Add.1 to 3, L/3331, SECRET/227 (waiver) and L/4323 (waiver).

Part II - Preferential

- Geneva 1947
  amended in PR3, PRM4, PRM7
- Annecy 1949
- Torquay 1951
  amended in PRM6, PRM7
- Kennedy Round 1964-1967
  amended in First Certif. 1969

INDONESIA Schedule XXI

- Geneva 1947
  amended in PR5, PRM1
- Annecy 1949
  amended in PR5
- Torquay 1951
- Japanese Prot. 1955

See also documents L/1444, L/1506, SECRET/142 + Add.1 to 14, BISD 208/28 and document L/4260 concerning renegotiations of the whole schedule under waiver.

IRAN No schedule

IRAQ No schedule

ISRAEL Schedule XLII

- New consolidated schedule in Second Certif. 1974

IVORY COAST Schedule LII

- Establishment of schedule in Third Certif. 1967
JAMAICA Schedule LXVI
- Kennedy Round 1964-1967
  amended in First Certif. 1969

JAPAN Schedule XXXVIII
- Consolidated schedule in Third Certif. 1967
  amended in Second Certif. 1974
- Kennedy Round 1964-1967
  amended in Second Certif. 1974

See also document SCRINT/223 containing information on bilateral negotiations, the results of which have not yet been incorporated in an official schedule.

KENYA No schedule

KOREA (Rep. of) Schedule LX
- Korean Prot. 1937
- Kennedy Round 1964-1967

MADAGASCAR Schedule LI
- Schedule established in Second Certif. 1964

MALAWI Schedule LVIII
- Consolidated schedule in Second Certif. 1974

MALAYSIA Schedule XXXIX
- Geneva 1947
  amended in Second Certif. 1964

MAURITIUS No schedule (cf. Section C of Schedule XI - France)

MEXICO No schedule
NEW ZEALAND Schedule XIII
- New consolidated schedule in Third Certif. 1974

See also following documents containing information on bilateral negotiations, the results of which have not yet been incorporated in an official schedule:
SECRT/212, 203, 205, 211, 212, 213, 215, 216 + Add.1, 217, 220, 221, 225, 228, 231 (report) (XXVIII:5)

NICARAGUA Schedule XXIX
- Annecy 1949
  amended in PR4, replaced in PR56
- Japanese Prot. 1955

The applicability of the Schedule is uncertain in view of Nicaragua's participation in the Central American Common Market (cf. waivers of 23 November 1961 and 17 March 1965; BISD, 10th Suppl., page 48 and 13th Suppl., page 26; renegotiations not carried out).

NIGERIA Schedule XLIII
- Geneva 1962

NORWAY Schedule XIV
- Swiss Declaration 1953
  amended in Third Certif. 1967
- Schedule consolidated in 1959 in PR59
- Geneva 1962
- Cambodian Prot. 1962
- Israeli Prot. 1962
- Kennedy Round 1964-1967
  amended in First Certif. 1969

See also document SECRT/196 + Add.1 to 4 (XXVIII:1) containing information on bilateral negotiations, the results of which have not yet been incorporated in an official schedule.
PAKISTAN

Schedule XV

Part I - MFN
- Geneva 1947
  amended in FR1, FR3, FR4, FR5
- Annecy 1949
  amended in FR4, FR5
- Torquay 1951
- Japanese Prot. 1955
- Geneva 1962

Part II - Preferential
- Geneva 1947
  amended in FR3

See also the following documents containing information on bilateral negotiations, the results of which have not yet been included in an official schedule:
SECRET/31 + Add.1 to 3, (final report), SECRET/127 + Add.1 to 13 (XXVIII:1) and SECRET/139 + Add.1 to 14, L/1474, SECRET/127/Add.14 (XXVIII:4).

PANAMA
No schedule

PAPUA NEW GUINEA
No schedule

PERU

Schedule XXV

- Torquay 1951
- Japanese Prot. 1955
- Geneva 1956
- Geneva 1962
- Kennedy Round 1964-1967
  amended in First Certif. 1969

See also document SECRET/171 + Add.1 to 7 (renegotiation of the whole schedule under waiver) which contains information on bilateral negotiations which have not yet been included in an official schedule.
PHILIPPINES
- No schedule

POLAND
- Schedule LXV
  - Kennedy Round 1964-1967 (Protocol of accession)
    amended in Second Certif. 1974

PORTUGAL
- Schedule XLIV
  - Portuguese Prot. 1962
    amended in Second Certif. 1974
  - Israeli Prot. 1962
  - Second Certif. 1964
  - Kennedy Round 1964-1967
    amended in First Certif. 1969, Second Certif. 1974

ROMANIA
- Schedule LXXI
  - Romanian Prot. 1971

SINGAPORE
- Schedule LXXIII
  - Schedule established in Third Certif. 1974

SOUTH AFRICA
- Schedule XVIII
  - Consolidated schedule in Second Certif. 1974
  See also documents SECRT/170 + Add.1 to 7 (final report) (XVIII:1),
    SECRT/291 + Add.1 to 14 (interim report), SECRT/219 + Add.1 and SECRT/222
    (XVIII:5) containing information on bilateral negotiations, the results of which
    have not yet been incorporated in an official schedule.
SPAIN Schedule XLV

- Spanish Prot. 1963
  amended in Third Certif. 1967
- Kennedy Round 1964-1967

SRI LANKA Schedule VI

- Consolidated schedule in Cert. Jan. 1963

A draft consolidated list of concessions incorporating certain tariff
modifications has been circulated in document L/3486/Add.1 in January 1971 in
connexion with the request for a waiver. The list has not been legally
established.

SUDAN No schedule

SWAZILAND No schedule

SWEDEN Schedule XXX

- Consolidated schedule in Third Certif. 1974

See also documents L/3825, C/M/85 and C/M/86 concerning the authorization
to renegotiate certain foodstuffs (XXVIII:4).

SWITZERLAND Schedule LIX

- Swiss Decl. 1958
  amended in Second Certif. 1974
- Procès-Verbal containing Schedules to be annexed to the Declaration on
  the Provisional Accession of the Swiss Confederation, 13 November 1959
  - Geneva 1962
  - Spanish Prot. 1963
    amended in Third Certif. 1967
  - Swiss Prot. 1966
  - Kennedy Round 1964-1967
    amended in Second Certif. 1974
TANZANIA No schedule

THAILAND No schedule

TOGO No schedule

TRINIDAD AND TOBAGO Schedule LXVII

TUNISIA No schedule

TURKEY Schedule XXXVII
- Consolidated schedule in First Certif. 1969 (except concessions contained in Kennedy Round 1964-1967)

UGANDA No schedule

UNITED KINGDOM Schedule XIX

C. Hong Kong

Part I - MFN
- Geneva 1956
- Kennedy Round 1964-1967

Part II - Preferential
- Kennedy Round 1964-1967
UNITED STATES Schedule XX

**Part I: MFN**

- Geneva 1947
- Annecy 1949
  amended in P.M6
- Torquay 1951
  amended in P.M1, P.M6, P.M7, Brazilian Prot. 1958
- Japanese Prot. 1955
  amended in P.M6
- Geneva 1956
  amended in P.M6
- Cuba/US 1957
- Israeli Prot. 1962
- Portuguese Prot. 1962
- Geneva 1962
  amended in Third Certif. 1967
- Spanish Prot. 1963
- Kennedy Round 1964-1967

**Part II: Preferential**

- Geneva 1956
  amended in P.M6

See also documents Spec(64)123 + Add., Spec(65)1 + Add., L/2042, L/2053, L/2592 (waiver) and document SECRET/195 + Add.1 and 2 (XXVIII:1) containing information on bilateral negotiations, the results of which have not yet been incorporated in an official schedule.

An unofficial consolidated schedule of September 1968 is available in the GATT secretariat.¹

¹The United States delegation points out that (1) the draft schedule is a preliminary draft, (2) it has not been circulated for comment, (3) it has not been kept up to date, and (4) it has no official status.
U.RUGUAY

Schedule XXVI

- Annecy 1949 
amended in PR4, PR5
- Torquay 1951
- Japanese Prot. 1955

See also document SECRET/37 + Add.1 (XXVIII:1) containing information on 
bilateral negotiations, the results of which have not yet been incorporated in
an official schedule.

VENEZUELA

No schedule

YUGOSLAVIA

Schedule LVII

- Yugoslav Prot. 1966
- Kennedy Round 1964-1967

ZAIRE

Schedule LXVIII

- Zaire Prot. 1971

ZAMBIA

No schedule (cf. Schedule XVI - Rhodesia-Nyasaland)
## ANNEX

### ABBREVIATIONS FOR LEGAL INSTRUMENTS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Instrument</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Annecy 1949</td>
<td>Annecy Protocol of Terms of Accession to the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade, Annecy, 10 October 1949</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ata./Ger. 1952</td>
<td>Second Protocol of Supplementary Concessions to the GATT (Austria and Germany), Innsbruck, 22 November 1952</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ata./Ger. 1957</td>
<td>Seventh Protocol of Supplementary Concessions to the GATT (Austria and the Fed. Rep. of Germany), Bonn, 19 February 1957</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Australian Prot. 1949</td>
<td>Protocol replacing Schedule I (Australia) to the GATT, Annecy, 13 August 1949</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bangladesh Prot. 1972</td>
<td>Protocol for the Accession to the People's Republic of Bangladesh to the GATT, Geneva, 7 November 1972</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brazilian Prot. 1958</td>
<td>Protocol relating to negotiations for the establishment of new Schedule III - Brazil to the GATT, Geneva, 31 December 1958, including procès-verbaux containing schedules annexed to the Protocol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cambodian Prot. 1962</td>
<td>Protocol of Terms for the Accession of Cambodia to the GATT, Geneva, 6 April 1962</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cuba/US 1957</td>
<td>Eighth Protocol of Supplementary Concessions to the GATT, Havana, 20 June 1957</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Certif. 1969</td>
<td>First Certification of Changes to Schedules to the GATT, Geneva, 12 July 1969</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geneva 1947</td>
<td>General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT), Geneva, 30 October 1947</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geneva 1956</td>
<td>Sixth Protocol of Supplementary Concessions to the GATT, Geneva, 23 May 1956</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


Hungarian Prot. 1973 - Protocol for the Accession of Hungary to the GATT, Geneva, 8 August 1973

Israeli Prot. 1962 - Protocol of Terms for the Accession of Israel to the GATT, Geneva, 6 April 1962

Japanese Prot. 1955 - Protocol of Terms for the Accession of Japan to the GATT, Geneva, 7 June 1955


Korean Prot. 1967 - Protocol for the Accession of Korea to the GATT, Geneva, 2 March 1967

Portuguese Prot. 1962 - Protocol of Terms for the Accession of Portugal to the GATT, Geneva, 6 April 1962

PM1 - First Protocol of Modifications to the GATT, Annecy, 13 August 1949

PM2 - First Protocol of Rectifications and Modifications to the Texts of the Schedules of the GATT, Geneva, 27 October 1951

PM2 - Second Protocol of Rectifications and Modifications to the Texts of the Schedules to the GATT, Geneva, 8 November 1952

PM3 - Third Protocol of Rectifications and Modifications to the Texts of the Schedules to the GATT, Geneva, 24 October 1953

PM4 - Fourth Protocol of Rectifications and Modifications to the Annexes and to the Schedules to the GATT, Geneva, 7 March 1955

PM5 - Fifth Protocol of Rectifications and Modifications to the Texts of the Schedules to the GATT, Geneva, 3 December 1955
- Sixth Protocol of Rectifications and Modifications to the Texts of the Schedules to the GATT, Geneva, 11 April 1957

- Seventh Protocol of Rectifications and Modifications to the Texts of the Schedules to the GATT, Geneva, 30 November 1957

- Eighth Protocol of Rectifications and Modifications to the Texts of the Schedules to the GATT, Geneva, 18 February 1959

- Ninth Protocol of Rectifications and Modifications to the Texts of the Schedules to the GATT, Geneva, 17 August 1959

- Protocol of Rectifications to the GATT, Havana, 24 March 1948

- Second Protocol of Rectifications to the GATT, Geneva, 14 September 1948

- Third Protocol of Rectifications to the GATT, Annecy, 13 August 1949

- Fourth Protocol of Rectifications to the GATT, Geneva, 3 April 1950

- Fifth Protocol of Rectifications to the GATT, Torquay, 16 December 1950

- Protocol for the Accession of Romania to the GATT, Geneva, 15 October 1971

- Second Certification Relating to Rectifications and Modifications of Schedules to the GATT, Geneva, 29 April 1964

- Second Certification of Changes to Schedules to the GATT, Geneva, 9 January 1974

- Protocol of Terms for the Accession of Spain to the GATT, Geneva, 1 July 1963

- Declaration on the Provisional Accession of the Swiss Confederation to the GATT, Geneva, 22 November 1958

- Protocol for the Accession of Switzerland to the GATT, Geneva, 1 April 1966

- Third Certification Relating to Rectifications and Modifications of Schedules to the GATT, Geneva, 5 May 1967
Third Certif. 1974 - Third Certification of Changes to Schedules to the GATT, Geneva, 23 October 1974

Torquay 1951 - Torquay Protocol to the GATT, Torquay, 21 April 1951
